The Army Research Laboratory’s Acoustic Physiological Monitor
ARL is developing sensor technology to monitor a person’s physiological
variables and motor activities by gathering and analyzing acoustic data. The
sensor consists of a fluid or gel contained within a small, rubber bladder
that includes a hydrophone.
The acoustic properties of the technology facilitate the transfer of
human sounds into the attachment to
the acoustic sensor. The attachment
also minimizes interference from ambient noise because it couples poorly
with airborne noise.
The fluid-coupling technology comfortably conforms to the human body
and enables the collection of high signal-to-noise-ratio cardiac, respiratory,
voice and other physiological data.
This technology could be embodied
in a hand-held or body-worn device attached by a strap (wrist, neck, chest,
or headband configuration) or included
in a helmet or bulletproof vest.

Commercial Applications Summary:
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•
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•
•
•
•
•

Patient monitoring for hospitals, nursing homes, home bound and outpatients
Telemedicine
Fire and rescue
Sleep detection
Exercise and sports monitoring
SIDS/apnea
Law enforcement
ID and access
Biometrics
Stress management
Computer games
Veterinarian
Communications
Automatic speech recognition in noisy environments

Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Small sensor
Low cost
Passive
High signal-to-noise ratio
Flexible, easy, no-mess positioning of sensor

Unlike most medical sensor technologies that can only read one physiological variable, the single acoustic sensor developed at ARL can collect information related to several variables, including
the heart, lungs, and digestive tract. The acoustically detectable aspects of physiology include:
pulse rate and variability, breathe rate, volume, acoustic cardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, footfalls, food/liquid intake, bowel and GI sounds, fatigue, shiver or spasm, voice or voice stress,
changes in voice or sleep patterns, torso penetration, blunt trauma, and chemical exposure effects
such as coughing, vomiting, choking, wheezing, gagging, or convulsing.
Health Care/Medical Applications
In the field of medicine, the simple nature of this device could aid in the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of cardiac and respiratory functions, as well as provide human stress and performance indicators. By attaching the acoustic monitoring system to a strap, a medic or doctor
could safely monitor patients anywhere within a health
care/medical facility or from their homes or offices via a
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Field Test Comparison — Standard boom mike vs. Acoustic Physiological Monitor
Photos above are from a comparison between acoustic data from a standard boom microphone connected to a military helmet that is positioned in front of the soldiers mouth and the acoustic physiological monitor on a monitoring pad that is located on the throat. See next page for data results.

Worker Fatigue, Attention Deficit, Other Applications
Other possible uses include the application to detect worker stress, fatigue, or attention levels or deficits that could be utilized to decrease worker injury or increase worker performance. Also, drivers of vehicles and aircraft could be monitored for the onset of sleep, epileptic seizure or heart attack. Further, police, fire, and rescue workers could have hands free
communication as well as be remotely monitored for health and safety. Also, similar veterinarian and other animal uses could be applied.

ARL Acoustic Physiological Monitor — Field Test Results
Extensive in-the-field testing has been done for this device. Examination of the data as a
function of signal frequency is one means of isolating signals from various physiological
sources. Provided below is just a small sampling of the data collected in field studies.
The next sets of plots (1/2 " B&K in Front of Mouth and Monitoring Pad at Throat)
are a comparison between acoustic data from a standard boom microphone connected to a
military helmet that is positioned in front of the soldiers mouth and the acoustic physiological
monitor on a monitoring pad that is located on the throat.

The top two plots are the voltage output of the sensors as a function of time. The
bottom two plots are of the frequency output of sensor as a function of time. Note the
color bar at the right that correlates the color to the intensity of a frequency's output.
When comparing the signals from these two devices, two obvious benefits can be
seen in using the acoustic physiological monitor in the throat pad. First, the signal to
noise ratio is vastly improved. Second, additional signal features are recorded that are
not picked up by the boom microphone. Another big plus due to the sensor's poor coupling with the surrounding environment is the elimination of any external background
noise. Only signals or noises originating from within the body are enhanced.

ARL Acoustic Physiological Monitor — Field Test Results

Above data taken during a reconnaissance mission from a
sensor mounted in a helmet headband.

Above data taken from chest mounted sensor while person
walking away from a helicopter that is lifting off.

ARL Acoustic Physiological Monitor — Field Test Results

Above shows chest data of a soldier walking, showing
heartbeats and footfalls in low-frequency region.

Sensor on neck of soldier during reconnaissance mission.

ARL Acoustic Physiological Monitor — Field Test Results

Sensor in headband of helmet, showing voice, temple pulse, and breaths.
The breath signals are in inhale/exhale green pairs in the frequency plot.

Sensor held at throat for 1 to 10 voice count and mouth breaths.

For a paper which contains a more detailed description and interpretation of the data displayed in the above web pages please contact
Kevin Smith at ksmith@tech-scouts.net or call him at 724-539-8310.
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